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This exam consists of four exercises. The amount of points to be gained in every exercise
is listed between square brackets. You are allowed to use results frorn previous exercises,
regardless of whether you solved thern.

The exam is open book, which means that it is allowed to use a physical copy of Lessons
in Play, the additional lecture notes, the slides of lecture 14, and all personal notes,
including corrected homework. It is not allowed to use any digital aid, such as using
the internet to find information, or computer software like CGSuite. The use of a simple
calculator is allowed.

Good luck!

Exercise 1

Consider
c: {{3 I {2 I 0,r1}} | {-1 I {-21-4,{-3 I -5}}}},

which is in canonical form.

(a) [Z pt.] Plot the thermograph of G.

(b) lZ pt.] Give rn(G), t(G) and the confusion interval C(G).

(c) [e pt.] Compute the therrnal dissociation of G. You rnay use that

G - +2: i1 I {o I -2, {-1 | -3}}}.

Exercise 2
Let r¿ e NI;,6 and let ir l¡e a collectiorr of subsets of {1,2,...,n\.Consider the
coin-turning game TuRntuc(-r):

TunNrNc(jr)
Pos'it'ion: a strip of n coins, each of which is arranged either heads or tails.
Moue: select a subset A e I of which the rightmost coin is heads-rrp. FIip all the
coins in A: heads become tails, and tails become heads.

(a) [Z pt.] Prove that, for arry rrbitrary .F, every positiorr of TunNtNc("F) carr be
represented as a sum of positions that contain exactly one heads - one for
each heads in the original position.

(b) [tpt.] Let I : {A c {1,...,n\ : lAl: 1}. Prove that any position of
TunNtNc(-F) equals either 0 or *.

(c) [Zpt.] Let l: {A c {1,...,n}:1< lÁl < 2}. Prove that TunNrnc('F)
is equivalent to Nim, irr which the state of the lc-th coirr corresponds to the
preseuce of a Nirn heap of size k.



Exercise 3

[4 pt.] Compute the atomic weight of the following ClonenR position:

TIIIII¡

You may use the values of the CLoeepR positions exhibited in Section 9.7 in Lessons
,in Play.

Exercise 4

(a) [Z pt.] Proveorgive acounterexample: if G -- H,then õ¿ : Ètfor all numbers
t>0.

(b) [Z pt.] Prove or give a counterexample: if S : ?, then Js C : S' C.

Exercise I 2 3 4 Total

Points 7 5 4 4 20


